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Abstract 

 

 

In the present research we successfully synthesized NaAlSiO2 crystals and doped (co- 

doped) them with various concentrations of Er3+, and Yb3+ ions via a hydrothermal method 

to unveil their up-conversion absorption bands in the visible region under 980 nm tuned laser 

pumping. The hydrothermal process was preceded by a hydro-gel preparation step and finally 

by an incipient wetness impregnation for successful doping. 

X-ray diffraction analysis revealed that crystallite size ranged between 14.5 nm to 37.4 nm. 

Moreover, elemental analyses performed on the prepared samples via scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) equipped with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS) unraveled 

even distribution of both ions. In addition, FTIR analysis demonstrated the presence of 

absorbed OH group in the host materials which were removed via optimized annealing of 

the sample. To elucidate absorption behavior of the as-synthesized host material, UV-Vis-

NIR spectroscopy was used and resulted in absorption bands at 487 nm, 521 nm, 540 nm, 

651 nm and 971 nm, respectively. On the other hand, emission properties were 

investigated by means of Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy. PL analysis revealed 

emission lines in the visible range of spectrum at 521 nm, 540 nm and 651 nm. Optimizing 

annealing temperature proved critical in enhancing up-conversion emission, Power 

dependence analysis showed increased emission with increasing pumping power. 

Finally, temperature dependency tests showed the crystals to be promising materials for 

up-conversion laser optical cooling application at temperature ranging from 50 to 400 °C. 
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

 
Background 

 

 
 

Over the past four decades modern condensed matter physics has witnessed revolutionary 

advances in dozens of cutting-edge techniques including laser cooling. Laser optical cooling 

(refrigeration cooling) is a process that physically takes place when a mono-chromatically 

tuned laser beam is refracted through a m aterial, the interaction of laser light and the atoms/ions 

in the material results in a 'thermalization' process whose net effect is cooling of the material. 

Moreover, laser optical cooling is easily extendable to molecules and allows multiple 

absorption and spontaneous emission that involve approximately 104 photons [1]. 

 
 

It is important to note that laser optical cooling is totally different to what is commonly referred 

to as Doppler cooling where gas atoms are cooled by use of laser in a process of atom trapping 

[2]. 

Generally, optical cooling process is subject to up-conversion mechanism in which low 

energy photons are absorbed by a rare earth doped material. Consecutively, the material will 

then undergo a thermalization process resulting in the emission of high energy photons. 
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 History of Laser Optical Cooling 

 
Refrigeration cooling at molecular level or Laser optical cooling as a result of interaction of 

light with matter was predicted as early as 1960 when the first laser was built by Theodore H. 

Maiman [3]. 

In 1852 Sir Stokes G. G. Published his work that resulted into stokes law. Stokes' law states 

that the emitted energy (photons) after refraction of light through a photonic material is 

always less than the incident beam (energy) and associated loss resulted into heating up of the 

material [4]. 

In 1929, Pringsheim had suggested a theory in explaining the phenomenon of laser optical 

cooling also referred to as refrigerative cooling, it was thought then that he contradicted the 

second law of thermodynamics [5]. However, in 1946 Landau [6] suggested a classical thermo-

dynamical explanation to the phenomenon of laser optical cooling. In his report, he further 

demonstrated that net cooling was possible by a method that was later called anti- stokes cooling 

theory, where losses by means of monochromatism, and coherence of the laser photons 

outstripped gains in internal energy. 

In 1968, Kushida and his colleagues attempted cooling a neodymium doped yttrium 

aluminium transparent material, by pumping it with 1064 nm laser line, they noticed only a 

reduction in heating [7]. A decade later, Djeu and Whitney succeeded in cooling a low- 

pressure CO2 gas using anti-stokes fluorescence by a drop of 1 K [8]. 

It was not until 1995 that experimental laser optical cooling at a laboratory level was achieved 

by a group led by Epstein at Los-Alamos laboratory (New Mexico) [9]. During the 

experiment, they were able to demonstrate cooling of -0.5 K in a crystal by us e of laser. However, 

in the last two decades a sizeable number of experimental physicists and material scientists 

has put work into laser cooling, where nanomaterial have been cooled to lower and lower 

temperatures using the laser optical cooling technique. 

It is worthwhile mentioning that this has made realization of laser optical cooling of certain 

material whose cooling ability is highly favored and have possible application in medicine, 

industry, and research. To date, the record for lowest achieved temperature in a laboratory set 

up is 119 Kelvin, recorded by the team at the Los-Alamos research laboratory in August 2016 
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[10]. More importantly, it is established that current mechanical refrigerating heat pump system 

were developed in the 1800s and have served mankind for over 170 y ears [11]. In addition, they 

are bulky, noisy, use too much energy, accompanied by a lot of vibrations, and are not suited 

for use as coolants at inter atomic levels. Interestingly, development in Science and Engineering 

have created new methods and applications for materials use, among them refrigeration of 

pinpoint spots in electronic circuits and cooling biomedical cells [12]. Finally, optical laser 

coolers are compact, non-vibration and very useful in cooling at atomic and molecular level, 

specifically on a spot cooling at micro-scale application. 

 

 The Research Problem 

 
Equipment that is kept in remote areas (e.g. cell phone towers, satellite stations, and floating 

climate gathering balloons) require cooling that is done by convectional cooling air- 

conditioners. Such air-conditioners are great energy consumers and require regular 

maintenance. Moreover, it is thus paramount we search for, experiment, and build better 

cooling systems in particular for extreme uses in remote sites (satellites) and at micro-scale 

application or on the point cooling in medicine and microbiology application. Emerging 

technologies such as cryogenic electronics have evolved from giant circuitry to low energy 

micro-circuitry that requires alternative cooling mechanism away from dust blowing fan coolers 

be produced. 

 

Moreover, research activities that have been conducted by scientists at the Los-Alamos 

laboratory have shown promising results in the creation of compact laser optical cooling 

materials [13]. Laser optical coolers promise very compact, non-vibration, low energy 

consumption, and long-life cooling systems as an alternative to current systems however, 

Researchers face several challenges in this critical field. First, it is difficult to upscale the 

synthesis of highly pure crystal; secondly it is difficult to successfully choose a material that 

suits laser optical coolers in a field that is just attracting interest no later than the last two 

decades [14]. This study synthesized, characterized and investigated NaAlSiO2 crystals for 

possible up-conversion characteristics and a practical application. 



 

 Research Objective 
 

                        General objective 

 
In this work, we aim to synthesize pure crystals of Sodium aluminium silicate (NaAlSiO2), 

this will be followed by investigating the NaAlSiO2 to unveil its structural, micro structural 

and chemical composition. 

 
 Specific objectives 

 

We will further, dope it with Er3+, and c o-dope with Er3+ /Yb3+ ions and investigate its 

photoluminescence and its photonic behavior under laser excitation at 980 nm pumping. 

Finally, we will look for one possible up-converting application and establish its practical 

application. 

 

 
 Dissertation layout 

 
Chapter 1; an overview and history of laser optical cooling, the research problem, and objective 

are presented. 

Chapter 2; this chapter provides fundamental theory of laser optical cooling. 

 
Chapter 3; Discusses the experimental methods and equipment setup used in the current 

study. 

Chapter 4; Discusses the synthesis of the host materials including the results obtained via 

analytical characterization techniques such as XRD, SEM, EDS and FTIR. 

Chapter 5; Comprises detailed discussion of optical properties of the doped and co-doped host 

material, including PL, power and temperature dependence photoluminescence measurements. 

Chapter 6; Presents the conclusion/summary4of the work. 
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Chapter 2 

2.1 Theoretical backgroun  
 
 

 Intro u t n 
 

 

 

A Boltzmann statistical approach is applied to generate the equations of up-conversion 

and thus laser optical cooling processes equations and its analytical description is also 

discussed in detail, photon excitation at the atomic level is analyzed to give conditions 

necessary for up-conversion emission to take place in rare earth doped materials. 

We further look at factors affecting the choice of our host material and its activation doping 

rare Earth elements. In addition, sodium aluminium silicate chemical characteristics are 

discussed. Finally, decay lifetime and its implication in the up- conversion processes are 

covered as we look at a possible up-conversion application. 

 Cooling by laser 

 
The fundamental mechanism in cooling by laser is based on the multiplicity of 

intermolecular which describes the physical cooling of a crystal when pumped with a tuned 

laser beam, known as laser optical cooling as it involves light interaction within a crystal 

i.e. photon-phonon-electron at atomic levels [1, 2]. 

When a long-wavelength monochromatic beam of wavelength (~ 980nm) is directed onto 

specifically well-designed material, a process of thermalization takes place within the 

crystal resulting in a change in phonon energy as photons are absorbed and emitted from 

the crystal. The emitted photons have shorter wavelengths i.e. higher energies. 

Analytically, the efficiency of such a system can be expressed as the difference in emitted 

energy to the absorbed energy [3]. 

oE=absorbed Energy - emitted Energy (2.1) 
 

 

 
 

aE = 
hve-hvi   =

 
hvi 

ve  - 1 (2.2) 
vi 

 

where h= planks constant, vi is the initial frequency of the absorbed photons and 

ve is the frequency of the emitted photon. 7 

__ 
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Assuming that ve > vi then the value oE is negative, implying loss of energy from the 

system. 

A net loss of energy from the system/crystal leads to anti-stokes cooling (laser optical 

cooling) taking place. 

To understand how laser optical cooling develops in a system we look at a four-level model 

[4], the four level models are a consequence of interaction of electric charges of nearest 

neighboring ions in a host material. The stacks effect partially lifts each manifold into a 

degeneracy of (2j + 1) fold or (2j + 1)/2 levels, where j is total angular momentum of the 

system. Importantly the most efficiently used dopant in up-conversion experimentation is 

the Yb3+ ions as it has an advantage of possessing two simple states, it's ground state 

2F5/2, and an exited state 2F5/2. Basically, the 2F7/2 ground state has four 

steps named E1, E2, E3, and E4, the exited states has three steps namely E5, E6, and 

E 7 thus in total seven degenerate energy steps. In representing the diagram of a 

degenerate structure, the steps are arranged in ladder form with a wider gap between the 

E4 and the E5 steps as this represents the main transition between the ground state and the 

excited state, this gap is the band gap and any excitation between this two levels may 

result in laser optical cooling when a lower wavelength beam than the absorbed beam is 

emitted. 

It is worth noting that the ladder steps are also referred to as stark levels in many 

literatures. 

Figure 2.1(a) shows the Yb3+seven step degeneracy energy structure which are presented 

in a 4-step energy 4-step energy level structure in order to explain as to how laser optical 

cooling takes place in a Yb3+. However, Figure 2.1(b) shows two energy level systems, the 

ground state has a width of oEg and the excited state with oEe. 
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- 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: (a) Yb3+ 7 steps degenerate energy structures showing the ground state and the 

excited states horizontal bars with all possible 12 transitions (arrows) that occur when 

thermalization occurs usually fluorescence is observed as the excited phonons transition 

back to ground state. (b) The simplified four level degenerate structure with two level ground 

states and two level excited states [4]. 

 

 

Once a monochromatic laser beam of energy hv is absorbed, excitation of phonon within 

the crystal takes place between step -I1 > and step I2 >, where the energy hvi = E2 - E1 is 

absorbed, the 4f electrons in the Yb3+ interact with the electron-phonon 

interchanging thermalization, leading to attainment of an equilibrium in a fraction of 

a second after the excitation process, the system returns to equilibrium with ejection 

of a photon of energy hve whose frequency ve is higher than the absorbed photons 

energy's frequency vi, thus the system losses energy in either a radiative process or a 

non-radiative process, the process is called relaxation. The process is 

thermodynamically expressed in a Boltzmann equilibrium distribution equations where 
 

N1, N2, N3, N4 a e the phonon population density.  
 Eg 

 

6 N1= -a (N  - 
g2N2 ) 

1    
+ 

R
 
 

(N  + N ) - w (N 
- 

- 
g1 (N )e 

kb T  
(2.3) 

6 12 1 g1 hu 2 2 3 g 1 g2 
0 

---
- 

__ __ 
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 Ee 

6N2 
= -a (N  - 

g2N2
) 

I
 
 
- RN 

- 

g3 + w (N  - (N )e 

 kb T  
(2.4) 

6 12 1 
 

g1 hu 

 

2 e 3 g2 
2 

 
 
 
 

 Ee 

6N3 
= -RN 

- 

g3 - w (N  - (N )e 

 kb T  
(2.5) 

6 3 e 3 g2 
2 

 
 
 

Nt=N0+N1+N2+N3+N4 (2.6) 

 

 

where R is the total decay rate of the excited state, 012 the cross section of absorption 

associated with the energy transition from ground step I1 > into the excited step I2 >, I is 

the incidence laser beam, gi represents the factor of degeneracy, m(i) represent the 

interaction between the electrons and phonon. 

It is worth noting that the total decay rate can be written as the R = 2m (rad) + 2m (nonrad) 

and kbT is the Boltzmann distribution. 

The difference between the initial absorbed energy and the emitted energy, the net power 

(Pnet) is given by; 

 

p = -a N  - 
g2 N2 

 e  12 (  1 g ) I - w(rad)[   2(E21 + E20 ) +    3(E31 + E30 )] +      I (2.7) 

 

 

 

6Ei  = -a12 (N1 - 
g2N2 ) I (2.8) 

g1 

 
 

 

The absorbed energy in the transition (Ij1> - Ij2 >) can be expressed as in equation (2.8) 

and the emission equation for the state (Ij2 > -Ij3 >) can be expressed as 

_
_ 
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m(rad) [N2(E21 + E20) + N3(E31 + E30)] (2.9) 
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There are obviously other loses due to impurities and crystalline defects that we chose to 

represent with the terms abI. 

To solve the above equations (eqns 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5) we equate the differential to zero as, 

 

 [ o ,   1 ,N2,N3 ] 
 t 

= 0 (2.10) 

 

with  
a = 

a0
 

1+I/ 
s 

 
 

(2.11) 
I 
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s 

Where 

 

 

α0  = 𝜎𝜎12 

 

N𝛿𝛿 

−δ E 𝑔𝑔�
 

K 𝑏𝑏 T 

e 
 

 

−δ E 𝑔𝑔�
 

K 𝑏𝑏 T 

 

 
(2.12) 

1+e 
 

and  
I =

 hυ12 R  

σ12 Zg𝑒𝑒 

 
 
 

(2.13) 

 

 

 
 

 

Zge 

 
= 1 + 

e
 

−δ E 𝑔𝑔�
 

K 𝑏𝑏 T 

 
−δ E 𝑔𝑔�

 
K 𝑏𝑏 T 

−δE 

[1 + e] 

 
𝑔𝑔� 

K 𝑏𝑏 T 

 

 
(2.14) 

1+e 
 
 
 
 

−δE𝑔𝑔�
 
K 𝑏𝑏 T 

≈ 1 + e 

 
 

(2.15) 

 

The net power may be expressed as  

 
Pnet 

 

= 𝛼𝛼𝐼𝐼 �1 − ηq 
ℎ 𝜐𝜐𝑒𝑒 � + α 
ℎ 𝜐𝜐𝑖𝑖 

 

 
I (2.16) 

 

of course ηq = (1 + ωnrad/ωrad)−1 is the quantum efficiency of the system. The mean 

energy in a four-step system is thus 

 

𝜐𝜐 = ℎ𝜐𝜐 + 
δ𝜕𝜕𝑔𝑔  

+ 
  δ𝜕𝜕𝑒                          (2.17) 

𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖 2 

1 +�1+ 
R 
�e 

𝜔𝜔 𝑒𝑒 

−δ E 𝑔𝑔
�

 
K 𝑏𝑏 T 

 
 
 

 

b 

___
_ 
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There are three possible scenarios as the limit δEg → +∞, −∞, and 0. 

 
We are more concerned with laser optical cooling or refrigerative cooling that will 

happen when kbT << δEg i.e. at low temperature δEg must be very narrow if cooling has to 
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take place, from eqn. (2.17) me is much less than the recombination rate (R), me < R 

otherwise radiative decay will occur before recombination thus no up-conversion emission 

 

would take place [5]. 

 
η=Pnet/Pabs.=ηqηabs 

The total absorbed power is expressed as Pabs = (a + ab) thus the efficiency of the system 11, 

is 

where 11q is the external quantum efficiency of the system while 11abs. oE ;: 0 or very 

small. We see that as the above conditions are fulfilled ai --- ae, ; this shift in wavelength is 

referred to as the red shift. When the red shift occurs then loss in cooling occurs as stokes 

fluorescence takes place, the system undergoes quenching and thus no cooling can occur, 

this process is accompanied by r e re-absorption and phonon that generates reduced net 

cooling, to minimize these losses we require that 11 ;: 1 and ve < vi. 

We have shown through a Boltzmann equilibrium distribution for laser optical cooling or 

up-conversion to occur, we have to have the following conditions fulfilled; 

oEg~0, kbT < oEg, me < R, 11 ;: 1, and ve << vi 

 

 
In words, the change in energy must be narrow, the recombination rate must be slower than 

the interaction between the electrons and the phonon, the quantum efficiency of the energy 

of the emitted photons must be higher than that of the absorbed beam and the efficiency of 

the system must approach unit. 

 

 

It is already known that rare earth (lanthanide) ions emit and absorb laser in a narrow 

frequency range, the emission and absorption frequencies are independent of the host 

material or rather insensitive to the host. The lifetime of the thermalization process is always 

between µs and ms [6]. 

All rare earth (lanthanide) ions have an outer electronic structure of the form 5s25p66s2, 

this structure has shells filled up with electrons. The shielded 4f inner shells determine the 

optical properties of rare earth ions and are responsible for the up-conversion process. 

hve/hv
i 

(2.18
) 
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The Choice of Host and Dopant 

 
In their work in studying laser induced lensing in solid state optical refrigerators J.R. Silva 

and others [7] found out that aluminium silicate zeolites were a promising laser optical 

cooling materials, they too found out that doping with rare earth's improved the qualities 

of up-conversion (laser optical cooling) in the material, these occurs only when the material 

is dominated by anti-Stokes's luminescence centres. Further work by H Bowman and 

colleagues [8] revealed hat doped calcium aluminium silicate was a possible laser optical 

cooling material, see table below. 

Table 2.1, lists possible optically cooled host when doped with Yb3+ ions, among them 

Ca
2
Al

2
SiO

7 
(arrowed). 

For laser optical cooling to take place it is required that the material of choice have high 

quantum luminescence efficiency ;: 1, low intrinsic absorption, low non-radiative 

luminescence, and low phonon energy. 

The aluminium silicate of calcium has been covered and thus we chose the next nearest 

alkaline aluminium silicate, as chemistry dictate that similar elements (e.g. alkaline earth 

metals) have almost the same physical, chemical and photonic characterization, thus we 

chose sodium aluminium silicate compound for synthesis, characterization and up- 

conversion investigation. 

 
Table 2.1: Table of laser optical cooling materials.[8] 
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We are interested in its visible region up-conversion emissions (laser optical cooling 

characteristics) when doped with Er3+ , and Yb3+ and any combination in single doping that 

give maximum luminescence in up-conversion. The alkaline earth (sodium) aluminium 

silicate was our choice of host. 

The choice of the host material and the dopant are critical in our case in determining the 

shift in the absorption and emission curves as stated by Dwivedi. 

In their work Dwivedi Y. and others, suggested the use of Eu3+ and T b 3+ as suitable wide 

shift in up-conversion from a 980nm pumped laser beam but Bowman and others suggested 

a Er3+/ Yb3+ d o p e d  matrix [9]. 

Bowman further emphasized of a crystalline host due to their high cross section as compared 

to amorphous glass. However Xi-xian Luo and his colleagues showed that a Yb3+/Ho3+ 

doped matrix exhibited NIR, red, green, blue and even ultraviolet-blue emission bands 

under 980 nm pumping and an excellent up-conversion luminescence [10]. Most work 

done on up-conversion uses Yb3+ as the main sensitizing agent. 

 

 
In their work Ventrone F. and colleagues [11] found that the co-doped pair of Er3+ and 

Yb3+ had a highly enhanced up-conversion emission in the visible region after pumping 

with laser at 980 nm as compared to other pairs. They linked the increase in concentration 

of the Yb3+ to the relative increase in emission at the green region compared to the red 

region. 

 

 

 Sodium aluminium Silicate (NaAlSiO2) 

 
Sodium aluminium silicate is a member of the Zeolite group of compounds whose high 

ability to absorb water gave them their name from the Greek words Zeo (boiling) and lithos 

(a stone) when in 1756 a Swedish mineralogist A. Fredrick Cronstedt heated some stibnite 

and a large amount of steam was produced [12]. 

Generally, Zeolites are porous compounds formed by hydr ated aluminium silicate of group 

I and II alkaline earth metals. The main frame works in this compound are the[AlO4]
5-

and 

the [SiO4]4-[13].The formula for a Zeolite unit cell is given by 
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Mx (AlO2)x(SiO2)y]wH2O (2.19) 

 

where M is the metallic alkaline cation, n is the valence of the cations, w is the number of 

water molecules, x and y are the number of tetrahedrons for each unit cell. The ratio of y/x 

is between 10 - 100 for silicate Zeolites. Zeolites can be classified according to the 

structure of the cages formed within a lattice from those with low Al/Si :S 2 ratio to those 

with higher ratios 2 - 5 as intermediates and high silica Zeolites those with ratios > 5. 

shown in table 2.2. Synthesized zeolites are named as " A, X, L, and Zsm and omega [15]. 

 

Table 2.2: Grades of Zeolites [14]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Properties of NaAlSiO2 

 
To understand the properties of NaAlSiO2,the crystalline phase transformations that occur 

in the synthesis of the zeolite materials has to be looked into.NaAlSiO2is formed through 

the process of polymorphic transformation whose structure can be classified as, hexagonal, 

and cubic depending on the reaction thermo-chemistry[16]. 

The by-product of the reaction is determined by the composition of the reactants and the 

environmental condition available. The composition of Na2O, Al2O3, and SiO2 is varied 

with the ratio Na2O/Al2O3 that favors the formation of three structure; when the ratio of 

Na2O/Al2O3 is greater than 1 a cubic structure is the stable phase, a rich Al3+ reaction 

will  have  the  ratio  of  Na2O/Al2O3<  1,  this  will  have  Si4+  replace  the  Al3+   cation 

favoring the formation of the hexagonal polymorphic structure of SiO2 . 
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When the ratio of Na/Al =1 an amorphous form of the formulae Na2O.Al2O3.2SiO2 is 

formed. The chemical and thermal dynamical properties are determined by their Si-Al 

ordering and the Al3+ ions charge compensation that affects the structural behavior. 

The crystallization of pure Na based NaAlSiO2 is initiated by formation of a 

metastable form carnegieite phase that is transformed into a hexagonal structure with 

increase in reaction time and temperature.[17] 

In a stoichiometric reaction, the by product in the synthesis of NaAlSiO2 formed are 

 
othorhombic, the hexagonal structure and the cubic phases, formed at low, medium and high 

reaction temperature respectively.     Temperature wise we may  write at low 

temperature the orthorhombic phase is the product, at medium temperatures a hexagonal 

structure is produced, and at high temperature a cubic structure is the product, however, in 

a non-stoichiometric   reaction several multiples of   orthorhombic cubic tetragonal 

and hexagonal phases are produced. [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] 
.
 

 

 

Where the concentration of Na is equimolar to that of Al, the reaction is rich in Si ions. The 

by roduct is referred as nepheline and has a general formulae Na(1-x),Al(1-

x),Si(1+x)O4. While  when  the reaction  is  Al ion-rich in composition we 

refer to it as a carnegieite with a  general formulae Na(2-y),Al(2-y),SiyO4.[22], 

When the ratio of Na/Al=1 the amorphous structure formed corresponds to Na2O, Al2O3, 

SiO2 and its structure resembles that of pure SiO2. The Si-Al ordering and charge 

compensation of Al3+ ions govern the chemical and thermodynamic properties of 

 
the NaAlSiO2 [23]. 

In this study the non-stoichiometric reaction route is taken, thus the ratio of Na/Al ;:1 as 

we work at low temperatures (;:100 oC) and thus we expect a by-product of the 

amorphous Na2O, Al2O3, SiO2 with multiple structures of orthorhombic, cubic, 

tetragonal and hexagonal phases. 
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Mechanism of Photoluminescence 

 
Luminescence occurs when a solid material phosphor emits electromagnetic (EM) 

radiation in the region between Ultra violet and infra-red radiation [24]. There are several 

types of luminescence as listed in the table 2.3 below, 

Table 2.3: Types of Luminescence. 
 
 

 

 

 
In , this work, we will deal with luminescence experienced in the visible region of the 

EM(from 380 nm to 720 n m) i.e. photoluminescence(PL). Photo luminescence materials are 

nano-phosphors of inorganic origin doped with very low percentage levels of impurities of 

rare earth compounds. The maximum photoluminescence absorption 

-emission levels may have to be determined as to avoid dope quenching that occurs when high 

percentage concentration of the dopant exceeds the saturation level above which excitation 

emission are suppressed. Photoluminescence occurs when absorption of phonon energy 

into the host material leads to excited photons being ejected from the nano- phosphor [25]. 

Rare earth ions that do absorb phonon energy and thus emit photon energy are known as 

activators. This is the basic method of photoluminescence but there are other methods 

under which luminescence occurs, e.g., when a weak absorbing do-pant (activator) 

becomes a sensitizer by passing its phonon energy to a neighboring activator that then 

emits a luminescence photon [26]. There are two classes of photo-luminescence, 
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Phosphorescence and fluorescence are classed according to the life time of their 

thermalization process. Thermalization process is the term used to encompass the process 

of photon absorption into a doped host, conversion into phonon, excitation and then the 

emission of a new frequency photon, coupled with relaxation to ground state [27]. 

Phosphorescence occurs, when a material remits an absorbed photons in a continuous stream   

long   after the excitation source has been withdrawn, it could be for µs or even hours 

(long after glow emission). Importantly, fluorescence is a process that stops emissions 

immediately the excitation source is withdrawn. 

 

 
Photoluminescence (PL) is a p rocess in which an electron is excited to higher energy 

level upon photon absorption. There are two types of photoluminescence namely intrinsic 

photoluminescence and extrinsic photo luminescence. Intrinsic photo luminescence 

occurs in pure materials that contain no impurities. Extrinsic photo luminescence occurs in 

materials that have impurities introduced intentionally usually rare earth metals in a 

process called doping. 

In this work we shall deal with extrinsic photoluminescence and will refer to it as 

photoluminescence [28, 29]. 

 

 
Up-conversion Process 

The optical process where long wavelength photons get converted into short wavelength 

photons after being transmitted through a doped nanomaterial [30] is called up- conversion. 

Experimentally, most photo luminescence materials e.g. quantum dots, dyed molecules emit 

light under down conversion process that emits longer wavelength light under short 

wavelength pumping. Moreover, high up-converting materials e.g. fluorides have the 

following desirable properties and are excellent hosts for up-conversion research, high 

refractive index, high transparency, and low photon energy [31]. It is worth noting that these 

properties favor non-radiative decay or high quantum efficiency that enhances up-

conversion. It is materials with these photonic characteristic that are suitable for laser optical 

cooling [32]. 
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In the context of the present study, we are in need of high quality, high efficient 

up- conversion rare earth doped nanomaterials for application in laser optical cooling 

in physical and biological field, infra-red sensors, microelectronic coolers, remote 

sensing, in vivo and in vitro bio- imaging [33]. In addition, up-converting laser optical 

coolers may find great use in manufacturing of temperature sensors, compact solid state 

coolers, infra-red counters and detectors, bio-imaging, cancer surface sensing. 

 
Theoretically most rare earth ions can undergo up conversion by pumping at low energy 

980nm from near infra-red (NIR) to visible region, but only few are efficient enough to 

show high intensity up- conversion emissions e.g. Y b3+/Er3+or Yb3+/Tm3+ co-doped 

nanomaterials. Generally, there are at least three basic mechanism of up-conversion that 

dominate most up-conversion processes that interest our research. They are known as 

excited state absorption (ESA), photon avalanche (PA), and energy transfer up- 

conversion (ETU). The up-conversion efficiency diagrams indicate the efficiency of the 

three up conversion processes with efficiencies 10-3, 10-5, 10-15 for ETU, ESA and PA 

respectively figure. 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Up conversion efficiency diagrams for ETU, ESA and PA [34]. 

 

We see that the most efficient process of up conversion is the ETU and it involves two 

dopants or what we call co-doping in nanomaterial physics. 
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Excited state absorption 

 

 
 

Ions with single ion centres e.g. Er3+, Ho3+, Tm3+, and Nd3+are highly favored in multi- step 

excitation up-conversion emission, They absorb photons from ground state 

that jump into an intermediate stage and finally populate the excited state that leads to 

relaxation in radiative or non-radiative process, when non radiative relaxation takes place 

up-conversion takes place as the ions relax at ground state with emission of higher energy 

photons. Figure 2.3 describes the ESA process in a schematic form, we have mt > m1, mo. 

E0, E1, and E2 represent the ground state, intermediate state and the excited state 

respectively. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Excited state absorption (ESA) up-conversion mechanism [35]. 

 

 
 

When one ion or electron in Eo state absorbs a photon, it first gets elevated to the 

intermediate state E1, then after a subsequent absorption of a second photon it is pumped 

into the excited state E2, but due to instability in that state it relaxes back to ground state 

with emission of a higher energy photon [36]. 
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 Photon Avalanche 

Photon Avalanche (PA) is a complex process that has three distinct nonlinear qualities that 

takes the form of an energy transfer emission step system with energies E0; E1; E2 and E 

representing levels from ground state through intermediate state to excited state 

respectively, figure 2.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram for Photon avalanche up-conversion mechanism [36]. 

 
 

An electron or ion is excited once it absorbs a photon m and jumps into the higher 

intermediate states E1 or E2. As it is not stable the absorption transitions to a level a little 

higher than the E2 but cross relaxes back into state E2, Energy transfer follows between 

states E2 and E0 leading to two electrons being formed in the state E1, One electron absorbs 

the photon of excitation and is ejected into state E. Interaction with E0 electrons step II 

occurs as three E1 electrons are absorbed. This photon excitation is in resonance with the 

transition E1 to E2, the process is repeated severally drastically increasing the number of 

electrons excited at E state, due to laws of equilibrium the electrons relax 

to state E0 emitting low wavelength photons that have higher energy than the absorbed 

photons. 
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 Energy Transfer Up-conversion 

 

Energy transfer up-conversion (ETU) is the most efficient up-conversion method known 

to date[9].This process involves two do-pants and a host, one do-pant is called the 

activator while the other is called a sensitizer. We can say one do-pant acts like a catalyst 

to the other enhancing up-conversion emissions much more than when each other do-

pants are tested for up-conversion individually. 

 

Activators have weak electron-phonon coupling in the f-f transition band. Most of these 

rare earth activators have a single 4f energy levels e.g. Yb3+; La3+; Ce3+ [37]. In addition, 

dopant contact in a host is limited by cross-relaxation and quenching effect, thus the 

most efficient co-doping process is introduced by adding a sensitizer that has sufficient 

absorption cross section in the near infra read region(NIR).Furthermore, best used 

sensitizers are Er3+ and Yb3+. The Yb3+ possess a simple energy level scheme with one 

ground state and one excited state in the 4f level at  2F5/2 
these states match very 

well with Er3+s'; 
4 

I5/2;
4 I7/2;

4 I1/2 allowing energy transfer in the ions seamlessly. 
See figure 2.5. 

 

Overall, Yb3+ is co-doped into the host lattice at high concentrations of 10 -20%, the 

activator is doped at less than 2% to minimize cross relaxation[38].The above statement by 

Richard B. S. [38] will later influence our choice of concentration of the dopant and the 

co-dopant. 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram for a free structured Er3+ ion. Up arrows assign transitions 

in up-conversion under excitation at 1500nm, Down arrows are emission after up 

conversion process with emission given [39]. 

 

 

Decay life time 

 

As we have seen the Yb3+ /Er3+ up-conversion co-doped system emits high intensity photo- 

luminescence through absorption of two high wavelength 980nm low energy (< 2m 

W) photons, giving three sharp emissions in the visible region, with two in the green 

region and one in the red region at exactly 520 nm; 540 n m and 656 nm [40].These 

emissions leave sharp broad peaks with little background noise and long decay times in 

the region of micro second (µs) to the millisecond(ms.) [41,42]. 

 
Convectional fluorescence materials have lifetimes in the order of nano seconds; this 
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include quantum dots and organic dyes [43] such life times are too short to give us any 

meaningful information on identification of luminescence interferences from photons that 

get scattered during the up-conversion process. However, rare earth doped nanomaterials 

give lifetimes in the order of micro second (µsec) to the millisecond (msec.).Up- 

conversion photoluminescence in doped nanomaterials can be used to realize frequency 

conversion, high resistance to optical pulsing, and intense peaks, with high photo stability, 

all qualities we may use in practical application [44]. 

 
Study of the decay curves is one method in enhancing knowledge of up-conversion 

quantum yield, this helps in reaching full potential for practical applications in science, 

medicine and industry of up-conversion nanomaterials [45].The Yb3+/Er3+ co-doped 

nanomaterials show up-conversion processes that is dominated by excitation state 

absorption(ESA) and energy transfer up-conversion(ETU) processes[46, 47]. A ground 

state 4I15/2 Er3+ion is exited to state 4I11/2 by either ground state absorption of one 980 nm 

photon or through energy transfer (ETU) from an exited Yb3+ ion. The process is 

summerized in Eq. 2.20 

 

4I15/2(Er) + 2 F5/2(Yb) --- 4 I11/2(Er) + 2 F7/2(Yb) (2.20) 

 
The Er3+ions in 4I11/2 are immediately excited to 4I7/2 level of the Er3+ions after absorbing 

another Yb3+ ion. 

 
The Er3+ions decays non- diatively to the photo luminescent states2H11/2 and 4H9/2 or else 

the Er3+ ions at the 4I11/2 could undergo non radiative decay to 4I13/2 level and then get 

further excited to 4F9/2 after absorbing a second 980nm photon[48]. The decay life time of 

a nano-materials is a spontaneous process when photo-luminescence is released but with 

reducing intensity as time increases [49] ; longer decay life time indicates slow decay time 

and long after glows, the exponential decay equation can be expressed as 

 

I(t) =I1 e
-t/rD+I2 e

-t/rR (2.21) 

 
 

where; I(t)= photo luminescence intensity at the time t corresponding to the on and off of the 

pulse laser, rD =decay life time of the up-conversion process, rR = rise time influenced by the 
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life time of the emission state and the ETU rate. It is from this equation that we will calculate 

our decay lifetime from curve fitting of our co-doped sodium aluminium silicate 

nanomaterial's exponential decay curves. 
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Chapter 3 

Experimental Methods 

 

 
 Introduction 

 
The synthesis approach used in the present research project is the hydrothermal process. 

The hydrothermal method was successfully used to synthesize pure NaAlSiO2 samples 

that were further used as a h ost material. Moreover, the incipient wetness method was 

employed to dope and co-dope the host NaAlSiO2 with Er3+ and Yb3+ ions. Furthermore, 

the adopted synthesis procedure was critical to realizing a high level of purity in the as- 

synthesized un-doped, doped, and co-doped NaAlSiO2 host material, respectively. More 

importantly, several analytical non-destructive methods were used to perform the 

characterization of both samples. Finally, in the next sections, we provide a detailed 

description of the hydrothermal method and also characterization techniques that comprise 

X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray 

Spectroscopy (EDS), Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy, Ultraviolet- 

Visible-Near Infra-Red (UV/Vis/NIR) Spectroscopy, Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

(PL) and Thermal Dependence Spectroscopy (TD). 



 

 Synthesis of Sodium aluminium silicate crystals 

 

 

 

 
Hydrothermal synthesis and doping process 

 
The hydrothermal synthesis is a technique that takes place in aqueous conditions at high 

temperatures, and favors crystallization. This encourages the formation of different phases 

as the synthesis parameters change [1]. 

In their work Kosanovic and co-w.orkers [2] stated that the hydrothermal 

process enhanced nucleation of micro-structure. Besides, D. Georgiev and colleagues [3] 

suggested a solution to gel mixture that generated granules of irregular shapes. On the other 

hand, in their work Manuel M and colleagues [4] suggested that a seeding method be used 

where initial crystals formed were seeded to increase crystal sizes, this process was adopted 

and later abandoned after we realized it did not influence the up-conversion in the rare-

earth-doped sodium aluminium silicate crystals. 

 
To optimize the synthesis processes we looked at work done by H ums and others, [5] 

where the composition of the initial reactants, careful choice of reactants, temperature, 

and allowing enough reaction time were discussed. To obtain narrow particle size 

distribution we required a homogeneous distribution of the viable nuclei. All the above- 

mentioned researchers used varied methods of hydrothermal in their synthesis of 

aluminium silicate crystals, we thus adopted the hydrothermal path. In their work on 

doping techniques, J. E. Townsend [6] said good doping techniques should provide 

excellent do-pant uniformity in distribution and be sufficiently versatile to allow co- 

doping with different ions. The incipient wetness impregnation doping method was 

adopted due to the structure of our sodium aluminium silicate of having pores and a 

tetrahedral structure . Incipient wetness doping method is simple and has no material 

wastage 

[7]. 

Reagents and equipment required for this experiment are ; 

 

NaOH pellets (97% sigma Aldrich) 200g, de-ionized water(plenty), silicon dioxide 

(SiO2 99% sigma Aldrich) 200g, sodium aluminate (NaAlO2 99% sigma Aldrich) 500g, 

several Teflon containers, (sizes 100 ml and
3
2
2
00 ml two of each) an oven (150 oC), 
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centrifuge, and a furnace (1200 oC) [8,9,10,11,12 ]. 

 

 
 

Experimental Process 

 
4.0 grams of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) pellets were dissolved into 20 ml of de-ionized 

water stirred until fully dissolved. Then 6.0 grams of silicon dioxide (SiO2) powder were 

added into the solution and stirred for 1 hour while being heated gradually to below boiling 

point of water (~94 o C) in a hydro-gel process. The process is discontinued when clear 

hourglass liquid is observed. The clear solution formed sodium silicate 

(Na2SiO3) is cooled to room temperature. 6.0 gr ams of sodium aluminate (NaAlO2) is 

dissolved into 20 ml of de-ionized water and stirred until completely dissolved. Care is taken 

to  maintain the ratio Si/Al at 1. 

 

 

The contents of sodium silicate are poured into the sodium aluminate, Fig. 3.1, a jelly like 

substance is immediately formed  The mixture is transferred into a oven set at 90 oC for as 

long as the reaction is desired. Samples are withdrawn from the chamber at 2 hr, 4 hr, 24 

hrs, and 2 weeks, they are labeled as A1, A2, B1, and B2 respectively. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Mixing order diagram for mixing Sodium silicate into Sodium aluminate 

an important step. 
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Each time a sample is withdrawn a dilution process is started that lowers the pH of the 

solution from 14 to between pH 7 and pH 8 (this is to stop the reaction and to neutralize the 

product for storage), the contents are added to an amount of de-ionized water stirred and the 

mixture decanted in a centrifuge. 

 

 

The centrifuge is done for 10-minutes intervals at 4000 rpm, separating the water from the 

solid each time the centrifuge terminates, decantation is done. The centrifuge-decantation 

process is repeated until the pH of the dissolved solution is at the desired value between 

pH 7-8. After decantation., the solid is dried in an oven at 110 o C to remove the excess water 

and stored in labeled airtight containers. 

 
The samples were ready for structural analysis figure. 3.2. The doping of Er3+was done at 

different concentrations by di ssolving Er(NO3)3 : H2O (99% Sigma Aldrich) at a 

concentration of 1, 2, 3, 4 mol %. Co-doping was done with Er3+, Yb3+ ions from Er(NO3)3 

: H2O and Yb(NO3)3 : 6H2O at 20 mol % were dissolved into a solution of weighed 

NaAlSiO2 under ultrasonic treatment for 2 hours and dried at 90 oC for 12 hours followed 

by calcination at  400 oC one batch and the other 1000 oC. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2 Flow chart of basic processes in Sodium silicate synthesis. 
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Characterization techniques 

 
X-ray Powder diffraction 

 
 

X-ray powder diffraction is one of the most versatile method in material analysis. We 

can obtain material composition, particle size, phase composition, lattice parameters and 

atomic level parameters e.g. miller indices.[14] X-rays are generated when collimated 

monochromatic high energy electron beam is diffracted after being reflected from a sample, 

constructive and destructive interferences occurs creating peak and troughs of intensities that 

are recorded by an electronic counter. The process takes place when the primary (incident) 

X-ray beam penetrates the nanomaterial sample, colliding with the atoms, this interaction 

emits high energy photons that get scattered in an array that leads to 

the constructive and destructive interference, this is diffraction. 

 
The interferences in the waves are responsible for producing fringes of bright and dark lines 

that are counted by an electronic detector. The fringes are recorded against the glancing 

angle between the incident beam and the reflected beam. The glancing angle is found to be 

28, the angle 8 is called the Bragg angle [15]. When diffraction takes place a phase shift 

in the reflected beam is a multiple of 2n, A mathematical expression that refers to this 

relationship is called the Bragg's law and is written as [16]. 

nJ = 2dsin8 (3.1) 

 
where n i s an integer, d is the planar spacing in the lattice, J is the wavelength of the 

beam, and 0 is the glancing angle of the incident X-ray, see figure 3.3. 

Reading of a X-ray diffraction data are recorded by a detector that outputs its record into a 

computer that is loaded with diffraction analysis software [17]. The computer build up a graph 

of X-ray intensity against the angular position 20 and the resulting graph is called a 

diffractogram. Each peak in a diffractogram is unique to a particular atom in the 

nanomat.erial. Figure 3.4 show the actual X-ray machine, the sample table is kept stationary, 

while the X-ray gun and the detector may be rotated at an angle 180 degrees vertically. The 

sample table can be rotated in 360 degrees horizontally, making it possible to X-ray the 

sample from all possible angles. 
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Figure 3.3 X-ray beam being reflected by atoms in a crystalline sample. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 The X-ray Source, the X-ray tube labeled A, the electronic X-ray Detector 
 

B, the sample table labeled C and both horizontal and vertical rotation axis. ( the Model 

Smart Lab Rigaku RU 300 X-ray Diffractometer). 
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High Resolution Scanning Electron Microscope- (HR-

SEM) 

 
High-Resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (HR-SEM) is an analytical research tool 

that probes materials surface via high-resolution imaging-based on rays of collimated 

electrons in a vacuum chamber. Contrarily, a light microscope uses visible light for 

imaging. 

In principle, in an HR-SEM an electron detector within the chamber records and 

reconstructs reflected signals to a visual image of the sample under examination. The 

evident main advantage of HR-SEM over light microscopes is its much higher 

magnification (> 100, 000 t imes) and relatively higher depth of field that can reach an 

order of up to 100 times that of a conventional light microscope. see their comparison in 

figure 3.5 . 

 

 

 
Qualitative and quantitative chemical analysis information is also obtained using an 

energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) attached to the HR-SEM. The well-established 

working principle of HR-SEM consists of the generation of a beam of incident electrons in 

an electron column above the sample chamber. Moreover, electrons are produced by a 

thermal emission source which can be either a heated tungsten filament or by a f ield 

emission cathode. Besides, the energy of the generated incident electrons can be as low as 

100 eV or as high as 30 ke V depending on the evaluation objectives. More importantly, 

the electrons are focused into a small beam by a series of electromagnetic lenses in the 

HR- SEM column [13]. It is worth mentioning that the HR-SEM column and sample 

chamber are kept at moderate vacuum typically from 10-5 to 10-7 Torr to ease electrons to 

travel smoothly from the electron beam source to the sample target and further to the 

detectors. Finally, an HR-SEM image is formed during incident electron beam scanning in 

a raster pattern across the sample's surface. 

 
In the present study, HR-SEM images of NaAlSiO2 crystals were collected using the 

JEOL JSM-7800F field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) equipped with 

Energy Dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX) from the Physics Department (UNISA 

Science Campus.) 
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Figure 3.5 Showing a comparison of the SEM column(b) and the light microscope(a), it 

should be noted in SEM electrons are the probing means[20]. 

 

 

 
Near Infra-Red Fourier- Transform Spectroscopy 

(FTIR) 

 
The vibration modes in the samples were identified using Fourier Transform Infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy which is a qualitative analytical technique for material analysis. 

The FTIR is also known as vibration spectroscopy. 

In the working principle of FTIR shown in figure 3.6, an interferogram is generated 

as a r esult of the radiation interference between two beams. The interferogram is a 

signal which is a function of the change of path length between the beams. It is 

important to note that the two domains of distance and frequency are interconvertible 

by the Fourier-Transform. The key component in the FTIR spectrometer is an 

interferometer via which the generated radiation passes through before reaching the 

sample and further the detector. During signal amplification in which undesired high- 

frequency components are removed by a filter, the radiation information is converted 

to numerical form using an analog-to-digital converter for final transmission to the 

computer software for Fourier-transformation [26]. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The FTIR can identify an unknown nanomaterial, determine the quality of a sample, and 

determine the quantity of a compound. The FTIR spectrum gives the intensity against 

the frequency or the wave number 1/J. Each and every sample produces a spectrum that 

is unique to itself and thus a fingerprint to its chemical and physical characteristics 

[21].In the present study, the spectra were collected at room temperature in the 

transmittance mode using a Perkin-Elmer NIR + S P10 STD spectrometer (UNISA 

Science Campus). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.6 FTIR interferometer internal workings. 
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 Ultra violet visible to Near-Infra-red spectroscopy 

 

 

 
In the present study, we used UV-ViS-NiR Spectroscopy, a modern analytical technique 

available in our laboratory. The UV-ViS-NiR technique was used to study light intensity 

passing through a solvent containing a sample specimen in the ultraviolet and visible 

ranges in terms of wavelengths expressed in nanometers. Generally, it is used for 

quantitative analysis which consists of the estimation of compound amount known to be 

present in the specific sample diluted specimen [10] seen in figure 3.7. 

 
Fundamentally the processes involved in absorption spectrometry are absorption and 

transmission which are governed by Lambert's Law. According to Lambert's Law, each 

layer of equal thickness of an absorbing medium absorbs an equal fraction of the radiant 

energy that travels through it [10]. 

 
Considering the intensity of the incident radiation as Io and that of the transmitted light as I 

, hence the fraction transmitted is expressed as: 

I/lo = T 

and the percentage transmission is 

whi  the absorbance: 

%T = l/lo x 100 

A = log10(Io/I) 

= log10(100/T) 

= cL (3.2) 

where the length of the radiation path through the sample specimen L is expressed in m, the 

concentration of absorbing molecules in that path c is expressed in molar-1, and the molar 

extinction coefficient is expressed in mol-1m2. 

 
In the present study the Lambda 1050 UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer, located in the 

Physics Department (UNISA Science campus) was used to investigate the absorption 

properties of the samples. 
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Figure 3.7 The schematic diagram of a double-beam UV-ViS-NiR is spectrophotometry 

platform [31]. 

 
 Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence is an analytical, non-destructive and contactless technique. It is used 

to probe a material's luminescence properties. Basically, a photon beam directed at a sample 

is absorbed and imparts excess energy into the material through photo excitation. 

Moreover, the excess energy may be emitted out of the sample as light or luminescence. 

When photo excitation occurs, we denote it as photoluminescence. 

Furthermore, photo excitation is responsible for electron migration from ground state and 

upper states into permissible excited states within a material. The excited electrons return 

to equilibrium (ground state) releasing the excess energy in a radiative process (light) or 

non-radiative process. In addition, emitted light (photoluminescence) energy relates to the 

difference in energy levels between the two electron states involved in the transition 

between an excited state and an equilibrium state. More importantly, the quantity of emitted 

light is related to the relative contribution of the radiative process [14]. In this present 

experimental study, the PL measurements were performed using a F LS980 spectroscope 

by Edinburgh, located at the Physics Department (University of the Free 

State) seee figure 3.8  and picture in figure 3.9 . 
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Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram for the FLS980 spectroscopy by Edinburgh Instruments 

[27].[Accessed 2019 12 15] 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9 A picture of the FLS980 photoluminescence spectrometer; Laser lab 1 

University of the Free State (UFS). 
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 Temperature Measurements 

 

 

A modified photo-luminescence measuring unit capable of measuring emission 

fluorescence of an excited doped rare earth phosphor at room temperature was modified for 

our study [28], seen in figure 3.10. In the present work, temperature measurements of the 

doped rare earth NaAlSiO2   material under investigation was performed using a 

temperature controller unit, coupled with an XYZ stage, sample heater as well as sample 

holder. Moreover, the heating and excitation of the investigated material was successfully 

achieved using a copper (Cu) sample holder, to which a home made sample holder was 

installed inside a heating element [29]. 

 
Basically, the used sample holder consists of a Cu cylinder with a 2 mm hole in the centre, 

in which the sample to be investigated was loaded. In addition, it also contains a 1 mm hole 

off centre, in which a thermocouple junction was inserted to gauge the temperature of the 

sample [29]. Interestingly, the modification included a custom build in heater that is software 

controlled through a Manson switching mode power supply. 1-30 VDC, 15 A, model HCS-

3302. This maintained a steady temperature as desired. 

The temperature was measured by a thermocouple (K-type) unit that also displayed the 

temperature. The two units, the temperature reader and the power supply were connected to 

a digital-to-analogue and analogue-to-digital converter (VDAQ lite micro DAQ data 

acquisition, serial D1000014395) then connected to a personal computer. More importantly, 

a proportional input derivative (PID) controller is in cooperated in the temperature control 

program and thus controls the samples temperature. 

The doped NaAlSiO2 was excited at 980 nm (2W) pulse laser and the intensity spectra 

recorded as the temperature was varied downward from 450 oC to 50 oC ( steps of 1 oC). The 

temperature measurements set up used in the current work is located at the Electronics and 

Instrumentation Divisions at the University of the Free State. 
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Calculation of colour coordinates using the commission international de L E'clairage (CEI) 

software (GoCIE) to ascertain colour tuning characteristics of the emission beam was applied 

[30]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.10 Experimental setup for analyzing temperature dependent fluorescence 

intensity, (a) 980 nm diode laser, (b) filter, (c) NaAlSiO2 doped phosphor material, (d) fibre 

optic cable, (e) diffraction grating, (f ) CCD camera, (g) computer, (h) heating element,  (i) 

power   supply, (j) thermocouple, (k) temperature display unit and (l) digital-to-analog and 

analog-to -digital converter [28]. 
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Chapter 4 

 

 

 
Synthesis, structure, morphology and chemical composition of 

sodium aluminium silicate (NaAlSiO2) 

 

 

 
Introduction 

 

 

 
During the past decades, Zeolites crystals investigation have been the center topic of 

tremendous interest due to its puzzling anti-Stokes fluoresence properties among others [1- 

3]. Its application in laser cooling relies on absorption of low-entropy and coherent light with 

Planck's photon energy hv followed by optimal radiation high-entropic spontanous emission 

with a mean energy relatively higher compared to that of the initial absorbed coherent light. 

Fundamentally, the energy difference in fluorescence which leads to cooling is obviously 

extracted from the internal energy of the system [4]. 

Figure 4.1 shows sodium aluminium silicate (NaAlSiO2) crystals in a two dimensional (2- 

D) orientation structure and are members of the group Zeolites. Moreover, Zeolites have 

small pores and channels of molecular dimensions, these enhance shape selectivity and 

increase the surface area of contact with the doping ions [5, 6]. This make them suitable 

for application in doping. 
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Figure 4.1 Sodolite's topology with 6 member-ed ring pores of 2.8 A [7]. 

 
 

Interestingly, Zeolites have high thermal stability making them suitable for up-converting high-

temperature applications. But also making it possible to be synthesized at high temperatures 

from liquid precursors [7, 8]. Finally, NaAlSiO2 has active ions composed of the bonds of 

[AlO]4 and [SiO]4, it is these bonds that attract the doping ions into the 2- dimensional channels 

[9]. Sodium aluminium silicate is known to be a good ion exchange and has high porosity, this 

makes it suitable for doping up-conversion application [10, 11, 12, 13,14]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2 Ions exchange process in the host's matrix [6]. 

 
 

Figure 4.2 shows the ion exchange process during doping, the symbol M represents the 
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positively charged doping ion. These zeolites may find application in phosphor screens, infra- 

red detectors, micro-electronic laser application, and in bio-medicals [15]. 

 
Experimental 

 

 
Crystals of NaAlSiO2 were synthesized as outlined in section 3.2, from pure reactants of sodium 

aluminate (99% purity), anhydrous sodium hydroxide (98% purity ), silicon dioxide (99% 

purity), and de-ionized water, all were obtained and were used as purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. 

Several synthesis methods were investigated and the best reaction process (hydrothermal 

synthesis) was adopted. 

 Synthesis of pure NaAlSiO2 crystals 

 

In a Teflon container, pure Na2SiO3 was prepared by heating an aqueous solution of NaOH 

and silica gel SiO2 to boiling point until water glass was formed, this process took one hour. 

The water glass Na2SiO3 was cooled to room temperature and then suction filtration was 

performed to separate the silicate from the solution [16]. The filtered solid was dried in an 

oven at 90 o C, followed by a hydrothermal process that starts with the dissolution of the 

NaAlO2 into de-ionized water and reacted with an aqueous solution of Al2SiO5 inside an oven 

kept at a constant temperature of 90 oC.Hence, the reaction forms a white gelatinous substance 

that is washed with de-ionized water in a centrifuge separation system to lower the pH from 

14 to between 7 and 8. Once pH 7-8 is achieved the white precipitate is dried in an oven at 

105 oC for 2 hours and then stored in an airtight container for structural studies and doping. 

 
Incipient wetness impregnation doping method follows. Where a wetness process is applied for 

24 hours as the doping ions are mixed in solution form with the host and left to undergo inter-

ion exchange under an ultrasonic vibration system. Finally, analysis by the following 

techniques XRD, SEM, EDS, and FTIR was carried out. X-ray diffraction work was performed 

using the Model Smart Lab Rigaku RU 300.X-ray Diffractometer equipped with CuKa 

radiation of J= 1:5406 A X-ray source. A pure silicon sample was used to standardize the Smart 

lab Rigaku RU 300 X-ray before any measurements were done. The crystalline size 
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was obtained from measured   peak   broadening and using the Scherer equation 

calculations [17]. 

Moreover, phase matching, determination of crystalline sizes, unit cell parameters, crystalline 

morphology, and porosity of zeolite compounds were carried out. On the other hand, 

morphological and chemical analysis studies were performed using the field emission X-

ray scanning electron microscope (HRSEM) [18] equipped with electron dispersion x-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS). Specifically, surface grain and their interaction with the dopant grains 

were studied. Electron dispersion x-ray scan (EDS) was conducted to establish the grain 

distribution in the matrix in a mapping analysis and elemental composition. 

A complete structure of exact match to JCPDS code 11-1401 was obtained and chemical 

analysis, phase matching, calculations of crystalline sizes, crystalline morphology, and porosity 

of the NaAlSiO2 crystals was carried out [19, 20]. 
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 Results and discussion 

 Structural analysis 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4.3 Comparison of XRD patterns of the precursors (SiO2 and NaAlO4) and the 

 

 
synthesized NaAlSiO2. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3 shows the XRD spectra of sodium aluminium silicate (NaAlSiO2) as well as 

the precursors. The XRD spectra of the (NaAlSiO2) are different from the two main reactants 

i.e. silicon dioxide (SiO2) and sodium aluminate (NaAlO4). 

 

 
 

The results show a new product in the name of NaAlSiO2 was formed as confirmed by the 

peak matching of the standard JCPDS no. 11-1401, see Figure 4.4. There is a matched shift of 

peak position by 2 degree on all the peaks to the left of the standard (JCPDS No 11- 1401), 

this is attributed to the possible increase in lattice parameters, mainly due to difference in 

ionic radii between the host and the dopants [16]. 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4 XRD Patterns of samples A1, A2, B1, and B2 synthesized at 2 hrs,4 

hrs, 24 hrs and 336 hr s respectively, compared to that of sodalite (JCPDS#11-

1401) [8]. 

 
The XRD spectra of samples A1, A2, B1, and B2 (prepared at different reaction times) are 

presented in figure 4.5. The figure shows the miller indices, peak positions for the four different 

samples  as  extracted  from  the  chamber  at  different  times.  It  is  clear  that   the synthesis time  

affects  the crystalline  formation, the  longer the time it takes the  higher  the diffraction peak 

intensities. It is the width of the peak that determines crystallinity , the narrower the better the 

crystals. The miller indices are shown for the first  calculated seven  peaks, with three principle 

diffraction points shown as (110, 220, and 330). 

Miller indices are determined by us ing a   process called diffraction   pattern   indexing   [21], which 

utilizes Bragg's  law  and  angle  28  of  diffraction  to  calculate the values (hkl).The peaks at 20 

and 21 degrees diffraction miller indices points (marked with an asterisk) did not match any 

known miller indices and thus werethought to belong to a minor impurity within the crystal. 
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The Scherer equation fundamental to crystalline size calculation can be written as; 
 

 

 

 
Such that 

FWHM(28) = 
�A

 
D cos 8 

(4.1) 

  �A  
D =  

FWHM (8) 
(4.2) 

 

 

where FWHM is the full-width-at-half-maximum length of the peak, 20 is the angle of 

scattering in radians, J is the X-ray wavelength, /J is a dimensionless constant equals 0.94 in 

our case, and D is the dimension of the assumed cubic crystallites. 

 
Scherer equation (4.2) was used to calculate the crystalline size from the XRD diffraction 

peaks [22]. Crystalline sizes calculated were 20.4 nm, 14.5 nm, 37.4 nm, and 23.3 nm for 

samples A1, A2, B1 and B2 respectively. The highest diffraction peak was recorded at 23.5 

± 0.4(20) for each sample, the peaks were at the same position and thus we concluded that 

they all had the same elemental composition [24]. The inter planer separation or lattice 

separation d was calculated at 3.7  ± 0.0  nm, using Eq. 4.2 . The FWHM was found 

to vary from  1.8600 for our smallest crystals to 0.6400 for the largest crystal, thus peaks 

broaden as the crystal size decreases or in other words the longer the synthesis time 

the higher the 'crystallinity'. 
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Figure 4.5: XRD spectra of the prepared samples A1, A2, B1, and B2 sodium 

aluminium silicate showing  indexed peaks and synthesis time in hours. 

 
There is a matched shift of peak position by 2 degrees on all the peaks to the left of the 

standard JCPDS No 1. 1-1401. This is attributed to the increase of lattice parameters, 

mainly due to difference in ionic radii between the host and the dopants [27]. 
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 Microstructure 

 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the four SEM micrograph obtained from samples A1, A2, B1 and B2, with 

(a) showing unique cubic structures with well-defined edges of the sodium aluminium silicate, 

(b) shows the structure with aggregates that are ideally s pherical balls with spaghetti-like 

threads intertwined within the group. (c) Shows structures of flowery nature with even 

distribution, and (d) shows very regular tetrahedral structure uniform within the group. It is 

clear that the synthesis product underwent four different phases as time increased in 2 hours, 4 

hours, 24 hours, and 336 hours respectively. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.6 Sample A1 labeled~(a), A2~(b), B1~(c), B2~(d) extracted after 2 hrs, 4 hours, 

24 hours, and 336 hours respectively 



 

 

(a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4.7(a and b) Sample A1 co-doped with 2 % Er 3+ and 20 % Yb 3+ electron 

dispersion X-ray spectroscopy showing the elemental mapping and a graphical 

representation of element composition against excitation energy in keV. 

 

 

 

 

 
The grain size is in the range from 0.3---1.0 nm, figure 4.6. The surface of the sample has dopant 

ions Er3+ and Yb3+ embedded into the matrix, this decreases its porosity [26].The mapping 

images in figure 4.7 (a) show there is a uniform distribution of all ions within the group. From 

EDS, in figure 4.7 (b), elemental composition values from EDS calculated the compound of the 

sample A1 as the amorphous Sodium aluminium Silicate; Na4Al2Si2O46 [27]. 

The silicon/aluminium (Si/Al)ratio was found to vary from 0.95 to1.02 very close to 1 as 

desired. 57 
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 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy(FTIR) 

 
The FTIR spectroscopy was done to establish what covalent bonds exist within the 

synthesized NaAlSiO2 . 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Fourier transform the transmittance curve for sample A1. 

 
From figure 4.8 the FTIR transmittance vibration bonds at 3335 and 1666 cm-1 are due to the 

-OH stretching and -OH bending vibration respectively [28]. The p eaks at 1104, 931, and 

619cm-1 
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are associated with the Al-O-Al, Al-O vibrations, and the NO2 respectively; the NO2 could be 

as a result of the un-reacted do-pants precursor. Peaks observed at 1450, 1114, and 798 cm-1 are 

associated with the contribution of the stretching modes of Si-O, Si-O-Si, and the O-Si-O 

vibrations respectively. The peaks at 1104 c m-1 are likely due to of Si-O-Al vibration. The 

stretch   from 1200-1000 cm-1 is related   to   Si-O-Si and Al-O-Si bonds   that   create a 

weakened silicon-oxygen bond at 931 cm-1 [29]. 

We see that we have a hydrated sample with high -OH vibration bonds present in the group 

that can induce quenched non-radiative relaxation [30]. Thus we must extract the -OH from the 

host sample before we perform any up-conversion experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Conclusion 

 
NaAlSiO2 pure crystals were successfully synthesized in a hydrothermal process and doped 

with Er3+ ions and co-doped at various concentrations with Er3+/Yb3+ ions before being 

annealed at 400o C. Our samples were estimated by X RD as sodalite or (anhydrous 

NaAlSiO2) with an average crystal size between 14 nm and 37 nm. SEM and EDS verified 

the presence of the dopant ions whose dimensions were of nanoscale sizes. No impurities were 

present in the EDS spectra. 

 
Morphological structures showed the presence of cubic face-centered, hexagonal phase, several 

striking bowls made of inter-locking stick shapes, and finally, the diamond-shaped regular 

shapes. FTIR suggested the presence of -OH vibration bond a nd un-reacted parent dopant 

nitrate, which called for additional annealing at the optimum temperature to enhance up-

conversion in the doped NaAlSiO2. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 
Up-conversion luminescence properties of Er3+; Yb3+ co-doped 

NaAlSiO2 

 
Introduction 

 
Over the past decades, material scientists have unveiled the unique luminescence characteristics 

of light emitting materials that revolutionized the technology development of photonic devices. 

Among the most prominent innovations, up-conversion of co-doped rare earth phosphors has 

attracted a lot of research interest to understand their characteristics and possible application 

in solid-state laser,   medical   diagnostics,   white   light-emitting diodes ( LEDs), bio-imaging, 

and laser optical cooling( optical refrigeration) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].Amongst others, a direct 

beneficiary of up-conversion is the possible cooling of solids by laser light pumping in a 

process of thermalization called laser optical cooling, an area that has shown a lot of interest 

to physicists and material scientists in the last two decades [6, 7, 8, 9]. Moreover, the demand 

for up-converting materials has seen special interest directed at the investigation of rare-earth-

doped phosphors that are pumped with low energy laser at the near infra-red region. These 

pumped phosphors emit photons in the visible region as a result of up-conversion taking place 

[10, 11, and 12]. 

 

 

Rare-earth doped materials with low phonon energies are known to favor up- 

conversion emission in the visible region, these come about as a result of multiple 

relaxations accompanied by non-radiative decay [13]. Moreover, trivalent rare-earth ions 

of Er3+; Yb3+; Tm3+ and Ho3+ demonstrate efficient up-conversion processes when doped 

into suitable hosts [14, 15, 16]. Specifically, Er3+ ions do generate efficient up-conversion 

emission in the visible region and are utilized in this particular application [17, 18]. In 

addition, the Er3+ is used as an activator and co-doped with a sensitizer Yb3+ for 

enhancement of high emissions after pumping at 980 nm [19, 20, 21, 22, and 23]. 
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Recently, sodium aluminium silicate has been studied extensively as a n absorbent 

material and a molecular sieve in the industrial separation of effluents [24, 25]. However, 

little to no research exists of its photonic behavior in up-conversion laser pumping at 980 

nm. Interestingly, rare-earth doped sodium aluminium silicate crystals show low phonon 

energy and are thus suitable for laser cooling [26]. In this work, Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped sodium 

aluminium silicate up-conversion luminescent samples were synthesized and characterized. 

Pure crystals of sodium aluminium silicate were synthesized and the cubic phase of the 

silicate was investigated. Finally, the photonic properties of the doped and co-doped 

sodium aluminium silicate were characterized in ultra violet-visible-near infra- red 

spectroscopy (UV-ViS-NiR), photoluminescence (PL), and photo-thermometry 

spectroscopy. 

 
Experimental 

 
An incipient wetness doping technique was used in doping and co-doping [27].Samples of un-

doped and Er3+ doped sodium aluminium silicate crystals were synthesized and doped with 

different concentrations of Er3+ from 0 mol % , 1 mol%, 2 mol%, and 3 mol%. These samples 

were examined for their emissions spectra in the region of 400 nm to 1000 nm using a 

UV/ViS/NiR spectro photometer. The second set of experiments was done using the host 

NaAlSiO2 doped at 1mol % of Er3+,1 mol% Yb3+, and 1 mol% of co-doped Er3+/Yb3+.A third 

set of the samples were doped at 1mol % Er3+,2mol % Er3+, 3mol % Er3+. 

 
Photoluminescence analysis was conducted in the visible spectrum to the near-infrared region 

(400 nm to 800 nm). The concentration of Yb3+ was kept at a constant value as recommended 

[6, 28, 29]. These samples were annealed at 400oC in an electric oven for one hour, and then 

analyzed for up-conversion emission characteristics after cooling. This was done with a 

pumping laser of 980 nm with 2 watts continuous beam. 

 
A fourth set of samples were doped at 1mol%Er3+; 2mol%Er3+; 3mol%Er3+ and 4mol%Er3+ 

then co-doped with 20 mol%Yb3+. The samples were sintered at 1100o C as the optimum 

temperature for annealing recommended (5 % of the melting point of the Host) [30], then 

characterized for up-conversion emission under 980 nm laser pumping. 
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Photonic characterization 

 

Up-conversion luminescence data were collected after pumping with continuous infrared beam 

laser at 980 nm . Furthermore, up-conversion power dependence of the samples was 

characterized with a rectangular pulsed low energy laser of 500 Hz at 20 K Cps and 2ms. In 

addition, temperature dependence measurements were carried out in a modified 

photoluminescence spectroscopy coupled with a PMT detector making a thermo- spectrometer. 

 
The visible region transmittance spectra were recorded using a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 

UV-ViS-NiR spectrometer at a resolution of 0.5 nm. Then photoluminescence emission and up-

conversion experiments were carried out in normal laboratory ambient conditions using an 

Edinburgh Instruments FLS980 spectrometer. Power dependence measurements were carried 

out in the photoluminescence spectrometer and the power was varied from 0.0 to 1.5 watts in 

steps of 0.2 and luminescence emission intensities were recorded over the range of 500 to 720 

nm. Temperature measurements were performed using the same PL spectrometer fitted with a 

PMT detector. The samples were heated to 450 oC and let to cool slowly to ambient temperature 

as emission intensities are recorded. 
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 Results and discussion 

 
UV-ViS-NiR 

 

Figure 5.1 show UV-ViS-NiR spectra of un-doped, single doped Er3+and co-doped 

Er3+/Yb3+NaAlSiO2held at an equal concentration of 1mol % for both dopants. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5.1 UV/ViS/NiR transmittance spectra of NaAlSiO2 host singly doped and doubly 

doped with 1 mol % Er3+, and 1 mol % Er3+/ 1 mol % Yb3+. 

 
Comparison of the un-doped NaAlSiO2 spectrum with that of the 1mol % Er3+ shows the 

1 mol% Er3+ doped sample to have several absorption centers in the visible and the NiR region 

[31,]. Moreover, it was observed that the co-doped 1mol %Er3+/1 mol%Yb3+ spectrum has a 

broader absorption band at around 521 nm as compared to the single doped 1 mol%Er3+ 

pointing to an enhancement of absorption due to the Yb3+ co-dopant [32]. Interestingly, there 

are up-conversion absorption centers in the visible region from the Er3+ ions due to their 
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11/2---   15/2 

complimentary f-f energy level composition [33]. For evaluation purposes, the 1 % mol Er3+ 

doped and 1 % mol both Er3+/Yb3+ are compared to the un-doped host. Consecutively, the 

absorption bands observed at 521nm (green) were assigned to 2H      4I     transitions, while the 

540 nm (emerald green) band was due to 4S3/2---
4I15/2 transition and finally the 651 nm (red) 

corresponded to 4F7/2---
4 I15/2 transition of Er3+ [35]. 

Furthermore, the host in this experiment was kept in the same phase which influences the 

presence of absorption centers in hosts doped with rare earth phosphors [34]. 

 
In figure 5.1, N aAlSiO2 co-doped 1mol%Er3+/1 mol%Yb3+ show a higher percentage 

transmittance than the singly doped Er3+ in the visible to near IR regions. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 5.2: UV/ViS/NiR transmittance spectra of NaAlSiO2 host, successively doped with 

1 mol % Er3+, 2 mol % Er3+; 3 mol% Er3+ all co-doped at 20 mol % of Yb3+. 

 
These absorption centers suggest a possible up-conversion emission with IR pumping at 

980 nm resulting in excitations, the absorption band emission is shown more vividly in the PL 

experimentation section 5.3.2. 
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Figure 5.2 show UV/VIS/NIR transmittance spectra of un-doped NaAlSiO2and 

samples doped with 1 m ol% Er3+; 2 mol% Er3+; 3 m ol% Er3+ with a f ixed sensitizer 

concentration of 20 % Yb3+, both showing absorption centers. Precisely, five absorption 

luminescence centers are detected in the spectra region from 400 nm to 1000 nm (visible 

to NIR), these peaks are located at 971 nm , 651 nm , 540 nm, 521 nm, and 487 nm , 

respectively. It is worth mentioning that the un-doped (black pattern) pattern did not show 

any absorption bands in the visible-NIR excitation region, as there are no excitable ions in 

an un-doped material. It is worth mentioning that the absorption efficiency (intensity) 

increased with the increase in the concentration of Er3+. 

 
For detailed investigations, the NaAlSiO2 samples were co-doped with Er3+ and Yb3+ based 

on the 2 mol % Er3+ doped NaAlSiO2 samples which exhibited the highest emission 

intensity. Moreover, the concentration of 20 mol % of the sensitizer Yb3+ was maintained 

constant as recommended in the literature [6, 28, and 29]. Observations revealed that in 

the region of 400 nm - 1100 nm, five absorption bands appeared at 971 nm, 651 nm, 540 

nm, 521 nm, and 487 nm. It is important to note that doping with Er3+ shows emission peaks 

while co-doping with Er3+/Yb3+ resulted in a r emarkable emission enhancement effect on 

the peaks intensities. 

 
The knot on the detector curves at around 857 nm shows the change of the laser sensing 

detector from InGaAs to PbS detector as the transition from near infra-red to far infra-red 

regions starts. 
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 Photoluminescence of Er3+; Yb3+ co-doped NaAlSiO2 

 
Figure 5.3 displays up-conversion luminescence spectra of NaAlSiO2 sample with Er3+ at 

different concentrations of 1, 2, 3, and 4 mol % while Yb3+was kept at 20 mol% and 

annealed at 400 oC. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5.3   Up-conversion luminescence spectra of NaAlSiO2 samples co-doped with Er3+ 

at 1 mol %, 2 mol %,  3 mol %, and 4 mol %  all co-doped with Yb3+ 20 mol %  and annealed 

at 400 oC. 

 

 

The up-conversion low intensities observed in figure 5.3 are due to impurity 

and the presence of absorbed molecular OH group that cause non-radiative relaxation leading 

to severe quenching of up-conversion emission [36]. Moreover, OH group presence is a 

weakness of the incipient wetness doping method used. Also, luminescence intensity 

quenching could be due to the result of several factors, including absorbed impurities, 

intermolecular interactions, and energy transfer inefficiency as well [37]. 

quenchin
g 



 

The spectra revealed that four prominent up-conversion absorption centers are active, with 

up-conversion emission intensities increasing from 1 mol % Er3+ to 2 mol % Er3+, before 

decreasing at 3 mol% Er3+, resulting from concentration quenching. A further decrease in 

the intensity was observed at the 4 mol% Er3+ sample, thus the highest emission intensity 

was observed at 2 m ol% Er3+concentrations. It is worth to remind that, all the emission 

peaks recorded were lower than expected. It was observed that all four samples have three 

absorption bands of excitation, two in the green region and one in the red region, the 

intensity in the green region at about 540 nm increased to a maximum in the 2 mol 

%Er3+/20 mol %Yb3+ co-doped sample and drops considerably in the 3 mol % Er3+ and 

4 mol % Er3+ samples, respectively. 

 
The green (521 nm) and red (651 nm) emissions originate from the states4S3/2 ---4 I15/2 and 

4F9/2---4 I15/2transitions respectively. At low IR excitation, the green region benefits from 

ETU entirely, while the red region has two excitation modes, the multi-phonon relaxation 

(MPR) and ETU from upper 4S3/2 and lower intermediate4I13/2 states respectively [38, 39]. 

 
The emission intensities in the red region are much lower compared to the emissions in 

the green region. Also, the intensities in this region were observed to increase up to the 

maximum of 2 mol% Er3+ and then doped at 3 mol% Er3+. However, the emission intensity 

begins to increase again at 4 mol% Er3+. It is interesting to note that as the red emission 

peak increases, the green emission diminishes in intensity at these concentrations. This 

observation suggests that non-radiative relaxation process from4S3/2to 4F9/2 is more 

favorable at higher concentrations of Er3+ (see figure 5.6).Finally, the Er3+/Yb3+energy 

transfer at 651 nm involves two back to back transfer methods, cross-relaxation energy 

transfer (CR) from the Er3+ in the 4S3/2 excited state4S3/2 --- 4 I13/2 into Yb3+ in the ground 

state 2F5/2 - 2 F7/2 [40, 41]. 
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Figure 5.4 Effect of annealing temperature on up-conversion intensities of NaAlSiO2 

co-doped with 20 mol% Yb3+/ 2 m ol% Er3+ at 400 oC and 1100 o C (sample A1) 

compared at the same scale. 

 
Figure 5.4 show the up-conversion measurement revealing that the sample annealed at 

1100 oC showed considerably higher up-conversion emission intensity, about 1000 

times as compared to the sample annealed at 400 oC. 

 
The question of what annealing temperature to use arose after several measurements of 

up-conversion showed very weak to no e mission at all. Also, we found out that un- 

annealed samples showed zero up-conversion emissions and thus we consulted the 

following work by Rychlik et al. [32], where it was shown that the optimal annealing 

temperature should be about 5% below the melting point of the composition of the primer. 

Consequently, knowing that NaAlSiO2 crystals have a m elting temperature between 

1200o and 1400 o C, a 5% lower than melting point would be 1100 o C., thus 1100 oC was 

chosen as our annealing temperature [42]. 
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As discussed earlier, the low intensity emissions at annealing temperature of 400 oC were 

highly enhanced by a nnealing at the optimal temperature (1100 o C) as recommended, 

thus annealing at the 5 % below melting proved to be critical in enhancing high up-

conversion emission [43]. 

 
Figure 5.5 presents the up-conversion emission intensity spectra of co-doped with 

Yb3+/Er3+ at the concentration of 20 m ol %Yb3+ co-doped with 1 mol %Er3+, 2 m ol 

%Er3+, 3 mol %Er3, 4 mol %Er3+and annealed at 1100 oC. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 5.5 Up-conversion emission spectra of NaAlSiO2 co-dope at 

20 mol% Yb3+ and 1 mol%, 2 mol%, 3 mol% and 4 mol% of Er3+ 

annealed at 1100 oC. 

Figure 5.6 shows Up-conversion intensities against increasing percentage concentration 

of Er3+at a co -doped constant concentration  of 20 mol % Yb3+, with each spectra 

represented by its frequency's colour. The spectra show three distinct emission bands 

visible with a fourth very weak band at 487 nm. Moreover, the three distinctive bands 

appear on the green, emerald green region centred at 521 nm and 540 nm and the last 

band at the red region at 651 nm. 
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Figure 5.6 Up-conversion intensities against increasing percentage concentration 

( at 1 %, 2 %, 3 %, and 4 %) of Er3+at a co-doped constant concentration of 20 

mol % Yb3+, with each spectra represented by its frequency's colour. 

 

 
Figure 5.6 shows the green region and red region (all depicted by individual 

colours of their frequencies) intensities as concentration of the Er3+ is increased from 

1% to 4%, The graph shows that the intensity increases as concentration increases 

from 1 % Er3+ to 3 mol % Er3+ and is then suddenly decrease at 4 mol % Er3+ in the 

green region 521 nm and emerald green 540 nm due to concentration quenching. 

Moreover, the red region at 651 nm presents a different picture with an intensity 

increase from 1 mol % Er3+ to a maximum value at 2 mol % Er3+ then a total 

quenching at 3 mol % Er3+ followed by a slight increase in 4 mol % Er3+. 
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Figure 5.7 shows energy levels diagram of Er3+ and Yb3+ in sodium aluminium 

silicate and its up-conversion mechanism. 

The Er3+/Yb3+, figure 5.7 excitation diagram shows a two-photon mechanism is 

involved in the up-conversion process, thus there are two possible excitation routes in 

the two-photon scheme [17, 51, 52]. 

 
The first route involves the absorption of a photon by t he Yb3+ion, which excites it 

from the ground level 2F7/2to 2F5/2. A transition follows as energy is transferred into an 

Er3+ ion at a level 4I11/2 through an Energy transfer process (ETU), then a second photon 

excites the Er3+ to the 4F7/2 where a non-radiative decay occurs with the release of 

green/blue light at 487 nm. 

 
The second route of up-conversion involves the first photon being absorbed by the Er3+ 

thus exciting it from ground state 4I15/2 to 4I11/2, then it is populated by a second photon 

from the Yb3+ ion at 2F5/2 level to excite it into level 4I15/2, a non-radiative decay occurs 

releasing green light as the state relaxes to the ground state. The same process takes 

place at the different excitation bands in the 521 nm, 540 nm, and 651 nm releasing 

green, emerald green, and red light respectively. 
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Figure 5.7 Energy levels diagram of Er
3+ 

and Yb
3+ 

in NaAlSiO2 and its up-conversion 

mechanism [46]. 

 

These distinct excitation peaks are attributed to the 4f-4f electronic transitions of Er
3+ 

ions and are assigned to (4F7/2 --- 
4 I15/2),(

2H11/2 --- 
4 I15/2), (

4S3/2 --- 
4 I15/2), (

4F9/2 --- 
4 I15/2), 

and (4I11/2 --- 4 I15/2) transitions [44, 45].More importantly, the weaker 487 nm 

emission peak is two insignificant compared to the other peaks and appears as a sp eck 

in the patterns spectra [46]. 

 

 

 

 

It is worth noting that the emission intensities of rare earth doped silicates are determined 

by the excitation and absorption bands in the 4f-4ftransition levels, however by 

manipulating doping concentration and the matrix of the host colour tuning of the up-

conversion luminescence can be achieved [47]. 

 
On pumping the doped sample with IR beam at 980 nm, electrons are excited through a 
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GSA process to the level 2F5/2, a multi-phonon process of excitation takes place 

transferring(ET) the electrons to higher level 4F7/2 then farther raised to occupy upper 

levels through UC process in a non-radiative process. These exited state levels are
2
H11/2, 

4 
S3/2 and 

4
F7/2. 

 
A radiative decay process follows where all decays to ground state4I15/2, emitting green, 

emerald green and a r ed whose CIE colour coordinates are 521nm (x = 0.0820, y = 0.8340 

green), 540 nm(x = 0.2296,y = 0.7543 emerald green) and 651 nm (x = 0.7264, y = 

0.2735 Red), shown in figure 5.8 m arked squares in a CIE visualization diagram[55]. 

Figure 5.8 a CIE 1931 colour chromaticity diagram that gives visual image of 

colour tunability in 2 mol %Er3+ / 20 mol % Yb3+ doped NaAlSiO2 at 521 nm, 

540 nm, and 651 nm shown in coloured square symbols. 

 
As the Er3+ concentration is increased a quenching process takes place resulting in 

decreased emission intensities. This process is called concentration quenching and is a 

result of Er3+dipole to dipole energy transfer interaction within neighboring ions. The 

interaction depends on the distance R across interacting ions and by resonance energy 

theory it follows 1/R6 dependence[48].As the concentration of the Er3+ is increased the 
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gap between the neighboring ions decreases so much that energy transfer occurs among 

the Er3+ ions creating quenching centers, thus up-conversion emission intensity is 

decreased. The host, NaAlSiO2 is an oxide of the silicate group whose intermediate low 

phonon energy of about 1200 cm 1 makes it suitable for investigation for up-conversion 

[49]. Er3+ doped oxides have been studied extensively to understand the up-converting 

mechanism. 

 
In his work, Robert Anderson [50], suggested a new up-conversion mechanism that 

accounted for the unexpected pattern in the red region. He suggested that the emissions 

were due to a t hree-photon process in the co-doped Er3+/Yb3+ system. The Er3+/Yb3+ up-

conversion system with three-photon emission presents a dynamic model that is difficult 

to predict as it has many levels of transition, we however may explain the two- photon 

emission model. 

 
In their work, A.J.M. Sales and colleagues [46], found out that changing the concentration 

of the Yb3+ in an Er3+/Yb3+ system from 1 % to12 % co-doped with a fixed 

concentration of Er3+ did not change the up-conversion emission intensities but stayed 

stable for the emission bands, thus to a greater extent it's the concentration of the Er3+ that 

controls the intensity of emission in the Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped system. Also, 

A.J.M Sales et al, reported that the Er3+/Yb3+ is a v ery efficient energy transfer up- 

converting pair because the Yb3+ ions have a larger absorption cross-section than the Er3+ 

ions in the NIR region[46]. 

 
 

 Lifetime measurements of Er3+; Yb3+ co-doped 

NaAlSiO2 

Lifetime measurements were performed to establish the average decay time (average 

decay time dependence is worked out at wavelengths of 521 nm, 540 nm, and 651 nm). 

The effective lifetime is as  a  result of the whole system in the  up- conversion 

process including photon absorption, ion/electron  excitation, cross-relaxation, 

and eventual photon emission as the excited ion/electron drops down to the ground state 

[43], what we have referred to as thermalization process. 

 
 

Lower spectral response is as a result of an on-infinite effective lifetime of the 
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system's decay time. If radiative recombination was the only active factor, then the 

lifetime would be in the range of 10 ms and cannot be the only limiting factor for the up-

conversion emission process [53]. Hence, the decay lifetime was estimated from decay 

fitting equations that were generated from the actual decay data. 

 
Figure 5.9 shows the decay curves of our best emission up-converting samples A1, A2, 

and B2 (sample 1, 2, 3 ) respectively. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9 Decay curves of samples A1, A2 and B2, labeled sample 1, 2, and 3 

respectively. 

 
The excitation power density of the pumping source was a pulse excitation function 

of a rectangular nature of 500 Hz at 20 kcps and 2 ms whose maximum power was 1.5 

watts [54]. Also, it is noted that our first three samples show different decay curve 

characteristics at the same wavelength (651 nm ) and, that is attributed to the difference 

in the overall matrix of the up-converting ions/electrons, chemical composition, and 

dopants distribution within the host. 

 
To do a proper fitting for the decay curves, the double exponential equation was 

chosen as it has an R-value of 0.99906 much better than the single exponential equation. 
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The double exponential equation is given as 

 

 

y = A1e(-x/T 1)+ A2 e(-x/T 2) + y0 (5.1) 

 

The value T1 is the decay lifetime of the up-conversion process, while the 

value T2 is the rise time influenced by the emission state and the ETU rate 

overlaps exactly with the fitting curve (black spectra figure 5.9)[55]. 

 
Nine decay curves were generated and all their lifetime worked out, this 

was at three different wavelengths 521 nm , 540 nm, and 651 nm. The equation 

for calculating the T is given by for the double exponential decay curve; 

 

  = 
A1 ( 1)2 +A2 ( 2)2 

A1   1+A2   2 

 
(5.2) 

 

 

The worked out values for the decay lifetimes T are shown in the table 5.1 

 

 

 
Table 5.1 Samples A1, A2, and B2 lifetime decay constant r. 

 

 

 
 

Sample name Wavelength (nm) Lifetime (r) (ns) 

A1 521 25059.73 

A1 540 25130.58 
A1 651 36433.37 

A2 521 15369.41 

A2 540 11539.31 
A2 651 8153.65 

B2 521 10250.73 

B2 540 12163.15 

B2 651 8849.9 
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The lifetime decay constants calculated can be classed as follows, sample A2 and B2 

were synthesized in 4 and 24 hours and their decay constant is similarly ranging from 

10250 ns to 15000 ns (10.25 µs to 15.00 µs) for the green region (521-540 nm) and 

8153-8850 ns ( 8.15µs to 8.85 µs) for the red region. 

 
 

Sample A1 was synthesized for 2 hours, it has very long lifetimes (comparatively) 

above 25000 ns to 36433.37 ns (25.00 µs to 36.43 µs) in both the green and the red 

region. 

 
It was observed that different lifetimes were obtained for each of the samples of doped 

NaAlSiO2 irrespective of the concentration of the doping agents and thus the emission 

intensities depended weakly on the doping ions present but more on the host's matrix 

[56].The values for the decay lifetimes calculated ranged from 8 microseconds to 36 

microseconds within the expected time frame of microsecs to milliseconds [57]. 

 

 Power dependence of Er3+; Yb3+ co-doped NaAlSiO2 

 
In order to accurately elucidate the mechanism associated with the observed up- 

conversion luminescence, we conducted laser pump power dependence study. This 

contributes in the identification of the number of incident photons essential to excite 

doping ions in NaAlSiO2 crystals. To successfully achieve this, the laser excitation 

pump power was gently increased and applied to the as-synthesized NaAlSiO2 

nanophosphors. As a result, the up-conversion luminescence intensities of NaAlSiO2 

nanophosphors increased with the laser power pump increased from 0.096 W to 1.5 

W. This phenomenon implies that the emitted up-conversion intensity is directly 

proportional to the power of the exciting pump, where the power of the pump is 

intimately related to the number of incident photons needed to stimulate the doping 

ions into their excited state. 
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Figure 5.10a and 5.10b shows sample A1's 2-D power dependence curves with an 

incremental intensity of luminescence being seen as p ower factor that is increased from 

0.96 W to 1.5 W. The increase in luminescence intensity is associated with change in 

population at differnt levels as pumping power is increased. 

 
 

Figure 5.10a: Sample A1 power dependence increment against wavelength. 
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Figure 5.10b Sample A1 stacked incremental power patterns. 

 
 

Figure 5.10c is a 3-D representation of the power dependence bars, showing the 

relationship between the pumping power, intensity, and wavelength. It is observed that 

the rate of intensity increment is not directly proportional to the increase in pumping 

power for all wavelengths. 
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Figure 5.10c Sample A1 power dependence 3D graphs for sample comparing the increase in pump 

power against luminescence in the visible region. 

 

 
Figure 5.11 Sample A1 log of intensity against the log of power gradient curves. 
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Figure 5.11 shows the linear relationship between the logs of the intensities against 

the log of the pumping power. Three linear relationships are observed at three 

luminescence absorption centers, gradients of the log intensity/log power are shown as 

1.86, 1.25, and 1.24 for the 521 nm , 540 nm, and 651 nm respectively. These values 

correspond to the number of infrared phonon per visible photons emitted during the up- 

conversion process [58]. For the two-photon emission process (the green and the red 

emissions) an average or near two should be the gradient of the log I/ log power. The 

lower gradient values of 1.24 and 1.25 are attributed to the loss in linear decay and the 

up-conversion process depletion in the intermediate excited states. The gradient value of 

1.85 (;: 2:0) suggests the up-conversion process in Yb3+/Er3+ is a two-photon excitation 

process. 

 
The maximum peak power for the power dependence increases with the exponential 

growth of a power function of type y = Xp, a possible characteristic of the equipment and 

the crystal under investigation [59]. 

 

 

Figure 5.12: Sample A1 intensity versus power curve for peak max at 521 nm, 540 nm 

and 651nm. 
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Figure 5.12 shows intensity versus the power at peak values of 521 nm , 540 nm, and 

651 nm as generated from experimental data. There is a direct proportionality of 

increase in emission intensity as the power is increased at 521 nm , 540 nm, and at 

651 nm, as the wavelength increases the gradient of the rate of increase of intensity with 

power decreases to almost zero as we increase wavelength from 521 nm , through 540 

nm to 651 nm. The best curves were fitted to obtain a power function curve whose 

equation was established as 

 
A1 - A2 

y = A2 + 
1 + (x/x p (5.3) 

o 

 

where A1, A2, and Xo are the constants of the curve. A power function has a character 

of approaching a maximum intensity value irrespective of the pumping power, this is 

obviously an intrinsic character of the emitting system or the excitation mechanism in 

the up-conversion process [60]. 

) 
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 Temperature dependence of Er3+; Yb3+ co-doped 

NaAlSiO2 

Figure 5.13 a shows emission spectra of intensity versus wavelength that was generated 

with each spectra overlapping over almost each other as the temperature and intensity were 

recorded at steps of 0.0001 nm of the wavelength for the range 400 nm to 750 nm. region). 

Intensity against wavelength at different temperatures from 50 o − 400 oC. step 1 oC, it is 

interesting to observe that for all temperatures, the emission lines for different transitions 

are obvious. However, it is observed that the intensity of UCL decreases gradually with 

the increase of temperature for both emissions, which can be assigned to significant 

thermal quenching of UCL as a result of its worse crystallinity and surface absorption [59]. 

The sample's temperature was varied from 50 oC to 400 oC in reverse order, (i.e. the 

samples were heated to 400 oC and allowed to cool to ambient) as measurements of 

emission intensity against temperature were recorded. . 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5.13a Sample A1 intensity against wavelength at different temperatures from 50 o - 400 o 

 
C. step 1 oC. 
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Figure 5.13b shows temperature against absorption intensity decay spectra as the 

temperature was increased from 40 oC to 400 oC. They showed an exponential decay as 

the temperature was increased, suggesting a log relationship. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.13b: sample A1 temperature intensity decay curve, showing intensity against. 

temperature. 

 
An exponential decay curve of intensity with increasing temperature was observed, 

suggesting a logarithmic relationship between the two. 
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Figure 5.14: sample A1 log intensity against temperature at 661 nm absorption. 

 
 

Figure 5.14 shows a log of intensity against temperature dependence spectra, although the 

temperature-dependent data was not corrected, the changes in the log of absorption intensities 

as a function of temperature are a ccurate and showed straight-line decay with uniform 

negative gradient and thus the potential of the sample for temperature sensing applications 

was established [59]. 
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ns 

 Conclusion 

 
 

Er3+and Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped NaAlSiO2 crystals were successfully synthesized. Hydro-gel, 

hydrothermal, and incipient wetness doping processes were used. The synthesized samples 

were characterized using various analytical techniques. Besides conducting XRD, SEM, 

EDS, and FTIR analysis, the FTIR showed the presence of absorbed OH group that led us 

to perform an optimized annealing process, to eliminate quenching of up-conversion 

emission. 

The up-conversion luminescence absorption intensities were highly enhanced when 

doping was optimized to 2 % mol Er3+/ 20 % mol Yb3+ More importantly, three up- 

conversion absorption centers were recorded in the visible region at 521 nm, 540 nm, and 

651 nm, corresponding to ( in the emerald green, green, and red region of the visible 

spectrum) colours, respectively. 

Lifetime measurements showed decay times in the range of 10421 to 28874 

that suggested an increased ion excitation that lead to long after glow fluorescence. 

Further investigation of power dependence measurements showed the presence of the 

two-photon excitation mechanism as the main process of up-conversion. Consecutively, 

temperature dependence showed a linear relationship between the log of the intensity 

against the temperature with a negative gradient as the temperature rose, thus qualifying the 

co-doped NaAlSiO2 for possible temperature sensing application in the range 50 o C to 400 

o C. 

ns 
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Chapter 6 

 
 

 Summary and recommendations 

This dissertation reports on the hydro thermal syntheses of NaAlSiO2 crystal doped with rare- 

earth ions (Er3+, and Yb3+). An exhaustive characterization of their structural, elemental, 

morphological, absorption and emission properties was conducted using several analytical 

techniques such as X RD, SEM-EDS, UV-ViS-NiR, FTIR and PL, spectroscopy 

respectively. 

Significantly the synthesized pure crystalline Sodalite NaAlSiO2 showed crystals of sizes of 14 

nm to 37 nm with highly up-converting luminescence when doped with rare earth ions. The 

XRD revealed a stable sodalite structure without phase transitions. The HR-SEM images 

confirmed the Zeolites porous morphology of the crystals, EDS elemental analysis revealed 

chemical composition of the samples whose mapping showed even distribution of the expected 

ions in the sample. 

The photonic investigation was conducted successfully and discussed in detail. Furthermore, 

up-conversion properties of Er3+ and Yb3+ co-doped NaAlSiO2 crystals through UV-ViS-NiR 

and PL spectroscopy were extensively studied, emission intensities from electronic transitions 

were found to be greatly enhanced with doping at 2 mol% Er3+/ 20 mol% Yb3+. Overall, three 

prominent up-conversion emission lines were recorded in the visible region at 521 nm, 540 nm, 

and 651 nm, which could be associated with emerald green, green and red regions in the visible 

spectrum, respectively. 

 
Further photonic investigation in power and temperature dependence revealed a possible 

application of the Er3+, and Yb3+ co-doped NaAlSiO2 crystals as temperature sensor devise in 

the region of 50 oC to 400 oC. It is evident that the host material presents a possible application 

in sensing of temperatures in bodies, this may be used in biomedical cancer research or 

industrial sensing devises. 
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 Future prospects 

 
In this work, all synthesized samples showed highly enhanced up-conversion emission in the 

green to red region of the visible spectrum. This calls for an investigation on blue emission 

from doped NaAlSiO2, if successful it w ould contribute to fabrication of a pure white light 

emitting material for LEDs. In addition, based on the ever-growing interest of up-converting 

porous materials in solar cells applications, the prepared NaAlSiO2 crystals are promising 

materials for photovoltaic applications in order to improve devices efficiency. 

 

 

Appendix A. 

 
Publication and conference workshops 

 

South African Institute of Physics (SAIP) 2018 conference, Poster Presentation, 

'Investigating laser optical cooling in doped NaAlSiO2.' Bloemfontein, free state, University 

of Free State, South Africa. 


